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Abstract. In the digital age of a transitive society, interaction between 

people is undergoing significant changes. Many researchers talk about the 

virtualization of modern society, in which visual communication comes to 

the fore. However, despite the prevalence of the above-mentioned 

processes, questions remain about strategies for presenting themselves to 

society using social networks, and how people position themselves when 

publicly presenting themselves in an online environment. As part of the 

empirical study, the object was 30 boys and 30 girls, representatives of 

modern youth who actively use social networks. The age of the subjects is 

from 14 to 17 years. We used four test methods: the "Who am I" Method 

of Kuhn and McPortland; the "Scale of self-presentation tactics" by S.J. Li 

in the adaptation of Pikuleva O.A.; "Scale of perfectionist self-

presentation" By P. Hewitt in the adaptation of Zolotareva A.A.; "Test of 

self-confidence" by V.G. Romek. The theoretical and practical significance 

of the research lies in the development of ideas about the specifics of self-

presentation of modern youth who actively use social networks. The results 

of the study can be used in the practice of family and individual counseling 

of parents and adolescents, as well as in teachers and psychologists of 

various educational institutions. 

1 Introduction 
No social interaction is complete without presenting oneself, ones personal, professional or 

other qualities. Self-presentation is an integral part of life in modern society. As 

technological progress develops, a new form of social reality is created, in which online 

interaction practices play an important role. The individual has a need to represent himself 

in this new space, in particular, in social networks. The features of online interaction, which 

include a wide range of opportunities for creating their own identity, endow the individual 

with ample opportunities for self-presentation of himself to other participants in the online 

space. In particular, one of the most popular self-presentation tools are personal photos and 

information posted on the personal pages of social media participants [1-5, 14, 18, 20]. 
       Based on the indicated problem, we consider it expedient to rely on the following 

theoretical approaches to the study of the features of self-presentation in the Internet: I.R. 
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Abitov, I.I. Babaeva, I.V. Burmistrov, V.L. Volokhonskiy, T.A. Kubrak, Yu.V. Fomicheva, 

A.G. Shmelev and others, as well as B. Becker, Sh. Buhler, J. Binder, M. Griffiths, D. 

Kuss, Sh. Turkle, S. Jun, E. Tsoi and others. The study of the foundations of self-

presentation was carried out by: O.K. Agavelyan, G.V. Borozdin, P.N. Ermakov, V.A. 

Labunskaya, E.V. Mikhailova, Yu.O. Obukhova, O. A. Pikuleva, D. S. Pogontseva, S.G. 

Rusinova, L.B. Filonov, I.P. Shkuratova, et al., As well as R. Arkin, R. Baumeister, R. 

Wickland, G. Gleitman, I. Goffman, I. Jones, R. Kowalski, T. Leary, D. Myers, T. Pittman, 

M. Ries, M. Snyder, A. Steinhilber, J. Tedeshi, V. Schlenker, A. Schutz and others [4-19].

2 Discussion
Today, the question of self-presentation becomes relevant for consideration, that is any act 

of self-expression, the ability to present oneself from the advantageous side, the process of 

controlling external impression. Let us also note the fact that the relevance of studying the 

issue of self-presentation is connected with the fact that any interpersonal interaction cannot 

do without the presentation of ones “I”. The solution to various problems of effective 

interpersonal interaction, which is understood as the personal and professional development 

of an individual, is directly related to self-presentation [6-14, 18, 20].

We also consider it important to note that any interpersonal interaction is 

communicative in nature, while it is necessary to take into account the need to attract the 

attention of others with the subsequent management of impressions about oneself. The need 

for ones own modeling and formation of the desired image is becoming more and more 

obvious. Modern research in the framework of motivational (R. Arkin, A. Bass, R. 

Wickland, M. Weigold, G. Gleitman, I. Goffman, R. Kowalski, C. Cooley, M. Leary, D. 

Myers, J. G. Mead, M. Snyder, L. Festinger, L.B. Filonov, F. Haider, M. Scherier, B. 

Schlenker, A. Schutz) and situational (R. Baumeister, G. V. Borozdina, I. Jones, Yu M. 

Zhukov, T. Pittman, M. Ries, A. Steichilber, J. Tedeshi) theories and concepts allow us to 

assert that self-presentation is due to both internal and external evaluations. Many authors 

of various theories of self-presentation support the opinion that the ability to manage 

oneself, ones emotions, the manifestations of ones feelings is not only developed to various 

degrees in individuals, but also depend on the personality characteristics of a person (these 

include motivation, type of character, level of self-awareness) [1- 4].

Nowadays, there are several stereotypes regarding the definition of self-presentation. 

However, it is customary to believe that this definition is understood as self-presentation of 

ones “I”, which can manifest itself consciously or unconsciously, purposefully or 

spontaneously, this is not so important, the main thing is that the manifestation occurs when 

interacting with people around. Self-presentation also plays an important role in the youth 

environment. This theory is supported by various studies that demonstrate how a teenager 

identifies himself and members of the youth group. A special place in these studies is 

occupied with works aimed at studying the behavior of adolescents in the virtual space. 

Self-presentation in a virtual environment has several differences. The first difference that 

can be noted is that in social interaction in real conditions, the adolescent is somewhat 

limited in his ability to manage information about himself within the framework of the sex, 

appearance, signs of social status, profession, nationality, and age that the interlocutor 

actually perceives. However, on the other hand, during a virtual self-presentation, the same 

teenager has an almost unlimited opportunity to control the impression of himself [5, 14, 

15-20].

For adolescents, perception of virtual and real space, a more blurred boundary is 

characteristic; they put a personal meaning in what is happening on the Internet. In this 

regard, at some point in life for a teenager, communication in the Internet space can replace 
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real communication, and scientists in this case highlight both positive and negative 

consequences of such an alternative [19]. 

3 Research methods and techniques
In the course of an empirical research to study the characteristics of self-presentation of 

modern youth in social networks, we used the following methods: 1. Who am I; by Kuhn 

and McPortland; 2. “Scale of self-presentation tactics” by S. Zh. Li (adapted by O.A. 

Pikuleva); 3. “Scale of perfectionist self-presentation” by P. Hewitt (adapted by A.A. 

Zolotareva); 4. Test of self-confidence; V.G. Romeka. The object of the study were 30 guys 

and 30 girls, representatives of modern youth who actively use social networks (VKontakte, 

Instagram, TikTok). The age was from 14 to 17 years. All the respondents were divided 

into 2 groups: group 1 - boys (30 people), group 2 - girls (30 people). 

Research hypotheses: 1. There may be differences in the characteristics of self-

presentation among boys and girls in social networks. 2. Presumably, representatives of the 

modern youth are guided by the image of the “ideal I”, carrying out self-presentation in 

social networks. 

4 Research results
According to the results of the test “Who am I” by Kuhn and McPortland, it was revealed 

that there are differences in the perception of their personality type, both among boys and 

girls. For all groups of respondents, the leading personality type is “Balanced”. At the same 

time, it is worth noting that, despite the desire of the respondents to assess themselves 

adequately, the “Emotionally polar” and “Doubting personality types” reached almost equal 

values. In the group of girls, the emotionally polar type prevails, and in the group of boys, 

the doubting personality type is more common. 

To constantly assess themselves, their condition, comparing with ideal ideas, etc. is in 

need for most of the young people, both in the group of boys and in the group of girls (21 

people - 70%), and in the group of girls (24 people - 80%). At the same time, some 

respondents have observed its peak manifestation - crisis self-reflection, which indicates the 

excessiveness of negative doubts and the presence of general high anxiety among these 

respondents (1 guy and 3 girls). Lack of self-reflection is observed only among 8 guys - 

13.3% and 3 girls - 5%. 

Of all the five indicators of gender-role identification among young people, indicators 

were diagnosed only for “Neutral identity” among 12 boys - 20% and 8 girls - 13.3% and 

“Emotionally positive identity” among 18 guys - 30% and 22 girls - 36.6%. Boys strive to 

fulfill a social role associated with relationships with activities; the second social role is the 

physical social role (strong, pleasant, attractive, and description of appearance). The social 

role of the third order is the communication process. The least significant are: the social 

role in the family and features of future prospects.  

For a group of girls, the leading is a physical social role (a subjective description of 

their physical data and appearance). Activity is second in importance. The social roles of 

girls, which are associated with the role in the family and the process of communication, 

have reached equal values. The least significant is the social role associated with further 

prospects or relationships with the opposite sex.  

The highest level of personality differentiation is observed in the group of girls (22 

people - 73.4%), which indicates the need to carefully and in detail describe oneself and 

one’s life. In the group of boys, the average level of personality differentiation prevails (21 

people - 70%), reflecting adequate self-esteem and description of their personality.  
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However, statistically significant differences among the 2 groups were obtained only 

with respect to self-reflection, the underlying level of self-esteem, adaptability and 

personality integrity (Table 1).

Table 1. Statistically significant differences among the 2 groups were obtained only with respect 

to self-reflection, the underlying level of self-esteem, adaptability and personality integrity

Results of the 
test

«Who am I?»

Research groups (Mean Rank)
U-

criteria

Level of 
importance1st group (boys)

N = 30 people
2nd group (girls)

N = 30 people
Self-reflection

absent 26.6 10 942.6 0,000

present 70 80 483.4 0,037

crisis 3.4 10 849.3 0,000

 

As a result of the analysis of the primary data on the “Tactics of self-presentation” by S. 
Zh. Li (adaptation of O. Pikuleva), it was revealed that in the group of girls almost all the 

tactics of self-presentation are used in social networks. Only the “Self-deprecation” tactic is 

not used. The leading tactics in this group are “Attractive behavior” (13 people - 43.3%) 

and “Self-aggrandizement” (10 people - 33.3%). In the group of boys, only 2 basic tactics 

of self-presentation are used: “Self-promotion” (16 people - 53.3%) and “Attractive 

behavior” (14 people - 46.6%). Statistically significant differences among the 2 groups 

regarding the tactics of self-presentation among young people in social networks are shown 

in the table 2.

Table 2. Statistically significant differences among the 2 groups regarding the tactics of self-

presentation among young people in social networks

Self-presentation 
tactics

Research groups (Mean Rank)
U-

criteria

Level of 
importanc

e
1st group (boys)

N = 30 people
2nd group (girls)

N = 30 people
Attractive behavior 46.6 43.3 234.6 0.042

Self-exaltation 16 10 787.5 0.017

 

As a result of research using the methodology “Scale of perfectionist self-presentation” 
by P. Hewitt, adapted by A.A. Zolotareva, the following results were obtained. The leading 

subscale of perfectionist self-presentation for both boys and girls is “Demonstration of 

Excellence”. However, girls on the subscales “Behavioral non-manifestation of 

imperfection” and “Verbal non-manifestation of imperfection” have a higher representation 

than boys.Statistically significant differences among the 2 groups regarding the subscales of 

perfectionist self-presentation are shown in the figure 3. 

According to the “Test of self-confidence” by Romek V.G. in the group of boys, a fairly 

high level of self-confidence can be noted. Along with this, boys show an average level of 

initiative in social contacts, limiting themselves to their usual circle of contacts in social 

networks and everyday life. In the group of girls, the manifestation of social courage 

prevails, which reflects the presence of predominantly emotional processes accompanying 

the choice of one or another alternative of behavior and arising when it is necessary to 

assess their own skills and abilities. Statistically significant differences among the 2 groups 

regarding the components of self-confidence are shown in the table 4.

Table 3. Statistically significant differences among the 2 groups regarding the subscales of 

perfectionist self-presentation
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Self-presentation 
tactics

Research groups (Mean Rank)
U-

criteria

Level of 
importan

ce
1st group (boys)

N = 30 people
2nd group (girls)

N = 30 people
Demonstration of 

excellence

83.3 66.6 968.7 0.001

Behavioral non-

manifestation of 

imperfection

13.3 20 475.3 0.018

Verbal non-

manifestation of 

imperfection

6.6 13.3 589.8 0.021

Table 4. Statistically significant differences among the 2 groups regarding the components of self-

confidence

Constituents of 
self-confidence

Research groups (Mean Rank) U-
Criteria

Level of 
importance1st group (boys)

N = 30 people
2nd group (girls)

N = 30 people
Self-confidence / 

self-doubt

8.2 6.4 452.4 0.042

Social courage / 

shyness

7.5 7.9 263.2 0.023

Social 

networking 

initiative

5.7 6.8 471.6 0.036

Conclusion
1. There are differences in the perception of their personality type, both for boys and girls. 

For all groups of respondents, the leading personality type is “Balanced”. At the same time, 

it is worth noting that, despite the desire of the respondents to assess themselves 

adequately, the “Emotionally polar” and “Doubting personality types” reached almost equal 

values. In the group of girls, the emotionally polar type prevails, and in the group of boys, 

the doubting personality type is in common. 

2. Most of the young people are in need of constant assessment of themselves, their 

condition, comparison with ideal ideas, etc., both in a group of boys and in a group of girls. 

At the same time, some respondents have observed its peak manifestation - crisis self-

reflection, which indicates the excessiveness of negative doubts and the presence of a 

general high anxiety among these respondents. Lack of self-reflection is observed among 

only a small number of young people. 

3. Of all five indicators of gender-role identification among young people, only indicators 

for “Neutral identity” were diagnosed.

4. Primarily, boys strive to fulfill a social role associated with relationships with activities 

(occupations, activities, interests, hobbies, self-esteem of achievements); the second social 

role is the physical social role (strong, pleasant, attractive, and description of appearance). 

The social role of the third order is the communication process (friendship, perception of 

oneself as a member of a group of friends, as well as communication or a subject of 

communication, features and assessment of interaction with people). The least significant 

are: the social role in the family (son, brother) and features of future prospects (professional 

perspective: wishes, intentions, dreams associated with the educational and professional 

sphere). 

5. For a group of girls, the leading is a physical social role (a subjective description of their 

physical data and appearance). The second most important is activity (occupation, activity, 
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interests, hobbies, self-assessment of achievements). The social roles  which are associated 

with the role in the family (daughter, granddaughter, sister) and the communication process 

(friendship, perception of oneself as a member of a group of friends, as well as 

communication or a subject of communication, features and assessment of interaction with 

people) of girls reached equal values. The least significant is the social role associated with 

further prospects or relationships with the opposite sex. 

6. The highest level of personality differentiation is observed in the group of girls, which 

indicates the need to carefully and in detail describe themselves and their lives. In the group 

of boys, the average level of personality differentiation prevails, reflecting an adequate self-

esteem and description of their personality. At the same time, it should be noted that 

indicators of a low level of personality differentiation, indicating increased anxiety, 

closeness and corresponding to an intrapersonal crisis, were not found among young 

people. 

7. The general valence of identity for a group of boys can be characterized by a neutral and 

positive assessment of oneself with insignificant indicators on the “Overestimated valence” 

scale. Interesting results were found in the subgroup of girls, where there is a “Positive” and 

“Overestimated” general identity valence. “Neutral” and “negative” identity valences were 

not revealed among young people. 

8. In a group of girls, almost all tactics of self-presentation in social networks are used. 

Only the “Self-deprecation” tactic is not used. The leading tactics in this group are 

“Attractive behavior” and “Self-aggrandizement”. In a group of boys, only 2 basic tactics of 

self-presentation are used: “Self-promotion” and “Attractive behavior”. Just like girls, boys 

use these tactics of self-presentation to the full extent of their strategies. 

9. The leading subscale of perfectionist self-presentation for both boys and girls is 

“Demonstration of Excellence”. However, girls on the subscales “Behavioral non-

manifestation of imperfection” and “Verbal non-manifestation of imperfection” have a 

higher representation than boys.

10. In the group of boys, a fairly high level of self-confidence can be noted. Along with 

this, boys show an average level of initiative in social contacts, limiting themselves to their 

usual circle of contacts in social networks and everyday life. In the group of girls, the 

manifestation of social courage prevails, which reflects the presence of predominantly 

emotional processes accompanying the choice of one or another alternative of behavior and 

arising when it is necessary to assess their own skills and abilities.

11. In the course of statistical processing of data using the Man-Whitney U-test, we 

obtained significant differences in the characteristics of self-presentation of young people in 

social networks.

As a result of the research, we can confidently conclude that hypothesis 1 that there may 

be differences in the characteristics of self-presentation among boys and girls in social 

networks has been fully confirmed. Hypothesis 2, that, presumably, representatives of 

modern youth are guided by the image of the “ideal I”, carrying out self-presentation in 

social networks, has been fully confirmed.

This research was funded by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (RFBR), project № 18-

29-22004. 
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